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not sponsored review and opinons are strictly mine. There are many fertilizer types dispensers to choose from. But when it comes to prosumer models, this list quickly narrows. Prosumer can be identified as an amateur who purchases equipment with quality or features suitable for professional use. Two of the most popular brands of broadcasters are Lesco and Spyker distributors. I recently bought a
Spyker P20-5010 broadcast fertilizer distributor for my above-average lawn care hobby. My buddy Pat from Mass Turf Aeration just bought a Lesco 50 pound broadcast distributor. Credit him for the idea, I used both of them and collected some data and opinions in this distributor review. Spreader TestSpyker vs. LescoI used strictly Milorganite in both of these heavy fertilizer peddlers. The size of the
fertiliser prills is consistently small in all, and organic fertilizers are widely used both in the cool season and in the warm grass season. I put one 32 pound bag in a Spyker distributor, and one 32 pound bag on a Lesco distributor. I spread these evenly un/down my yard, which has a decent slope/class size, and lots of bumps all over. It's also exactly 5,000 square feet, so I was able to use one extender on
each half of the lawn. The second part of the test was splitting the third bag on my front and side yard. It is very level and flat, and the total area of square meters is just under 3,100 square feet. Running distributors along a mixture of slopes, bumps, and a sleek class absolutely made a difference. Some things I'm particularly reviewing are:?AgitatorDial/settingsThrow distanceThrow distanceThrow
evennessSpreader 'Feel'Leftover FertilizerEase CleaningCost/valueSpreader SpecspecsSpykerLescoFinishPowder-Coatblack Powder CoatMaterialPolyethylene HopperPolyethylene HopperHandle Type 2 Position Pen Height InstallationForeable HandleFrame MaterialOver coated SteelCarbon SteelWheel MaterialPneumaticPneumatic Rubber Tire, Plastic RimGear Odds5:014:01Weight-31 Pounds.81
pounds. The wheel size is 10 inches x 4 in.4.10/3.50-4TypeBroadcastBroadcastDimensions38 in. x 22.5 in. x 38 in.48 in. x 20 in. x 35 inch Capacity50 pounds CapacityIn the case of AccessoriesHopper cover, bunker screenHopper screen Weight products, fully assembled, in my personal scale were: Spyker: 24 pounds. Lesko: 28 pounds. Handle bars (land level up to the top of the handle) :P images in
the gallery below for more descriptions. Spreader Agitator Agitator inside these two distributors could not be more different. Spyker has your typical one metal rod agitator that rotates 360 degrees. The Lesco agitator is a metal piece in a zigzag that shifts a little back and forth. I was only able to fit one quarter under the Lesko agitator, and nine (9) quarters under the Spyker distributor. This is a huge
difference and expected to see more leftovers in the Spyker bunker when I was made spread (more on this). And, being much closer to the bottom of the bunker, I also wanted to know if more prills of fertilizer would get stuck under the scaffold agitator. Maybe part II review? Verdict: The Spreader Dial/SettingsI tie has opened these distributors to about 75% to their maximum. This means about 7.5 on
Spyker (out of 10) and 22.5 on Lesko (out of 30). The Spyker Dispenser has one hole and one gate, which slides open/closed. The dial presses 1-10, and between each number the dial presses 10 times. Thus, each whole number has 10 settings (i.e. 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, etc.). Spyker's user manual has a very detailed section about the size of the fertilizer pellets, the dial settings on the distributor, and roughly
what the set of settings is based on passes (one pass for full speed; two passes for full speed). To determine the number on the dial, Spyker has a video that says to take the weight of the fertilizer bag and multiply by 1000. Then then This number by the number of square feet the fertilizer bag will cover and it will give you the speed of the set. In this case, Milorganite will be: 32 and 1000 y 32000 / 2500 and
12.8Unfortally, since this dial only goes to 10, I suspect that the video precedes this new model P20-51010. The Lesco spread has three holes that also have gates to open/close the bunker. I like the dial on Spyker, but it is under the bunker and the rooms are a little hard to read. You should also make sure that the bunker is closed before making adjustments. Loosen the screw on Lesco and move the
speed from left to right seamlessly. You can also customize when the bunker is open. Verdict: LescoSpread DistanceI couldn't find a custom spreader on this Lesco for Milorganite. The dial was numerical, 1-30, but what I researched online was just a setting in the form of a letter. Since mentioned earlier, I opened every hooper 3/4 of the way and Spyker definitely threw on. In fact, Pat said his old Earthway
distributor threw on than his Lesco, too. Spyker: 7-foot-3-inch Lesco: 6-footVerdict: SpykerSpread PatternF from the views of the video, throw and distribute the picture of these two heavy duty distributors look pretty even. However, I feel like Spyker threw a little heavier left than right. After further investigation, these are known, or common problems. Spyker has accuway systems on its new models. This
allows the user to set the throw from left to right. A very cool feature that now comes standard on their newer models, but unfortunately not this particular model. The two parts to install the Accuway system is about $14, but I reviewed the P20-5010 without this feature. If this came stock, I could see it being a tie or an edge going to Spyker.Verdict: LescoSpreader Feel/ErgonomicsIt was very close for many
reasons. As I mentioned earlier, I used these distributors over 8,000 pounds of total area feet on various terrains; slopes/hills and bumpy yard, and sleek, flat and equal front yard. First the backyard. I have to give it to Lesko. Pushing this distributor filled with 30 pounds of fertilizer uphill just felt easier. I'm sure this is dealing with the difference in gear between the Spyker P20-5010 and the Lesco 50 pound
broadcast distributor (see the specs above and the video below). Going down was about the same, although it felt a little less bumpy than the SpykerFlat terrain I give spyker advantage. I'm about 5-foot-9 and the handles are about 3 higher than Lesco, and since none of these proumer dispensers are adjustable, I don't have to lift the handles so high to a comfortable position. It also allowed the spreader to
stay closer to the parallels with the ground - while the front end of Lesko spread pointing closer to the ground. Both have inflatable pneumatic tyres (pictured below). They have importance in choosing a broadcast distributor, and what separates these fertilizer distributors apart from Scott Scott Because of the gears, you have to put a little muscle in the push spyker. But once you've moved, it seems like
you're on cruise control in Benz. Verdict: tieSpreader LeverI is a big fan of Spyker spread here. The lever turn off requires a much shorter distance to open/close, and much less effort to push/pull. The rod from handle to bunker also feels like it's tighter. Lesco, when closed (forward), feels a little unconvincing and rattles a bit. Check out the video below. Verdict: SpykerLeftover fertilizers When I ran these
distributors as naturally through. That is, I'm not bouncing the dispensers around, making sure all the fertilizer has been cleaned of the bin. I allowed natural slopes and bumps of empty fertilizer without forcing it. In the end, despite the huge gap between the agitator and the bunker, there was less fertilizer in Spyker than Lesko. Spiker: 5.61 ounces. Lesko: 6.67The most likely due to Spyker staying much
more parallel, which pushes and spreads - while Lesko's nose is tilted to the ground, causing the fertilizer to naturally slide in front of the bunker. Verdict: SpykerSpreader CleaningI used a simple hose to rinse every fertilizer dispenser and my RedMax backpack sheet blower to air dry each machine. Cleaning spyker was a little easier, too, because of the screen and the design of the bunker. Lesko has a
more square bunker, while the bunker on Spyker is a little more angular. This made it easier to dry inside. Also, as I explain more below, the screen on Spyker is removable, where Lesko is screwed into a bunker with four phillips-head screws. One caveat: there appears to be water coming out of the closed Spyker gearbox when I tipped it back on its handles. Spyker has a lifetime warranty, so I'm not too
concerned, however I would be remiss if I didn't mention that here. I use 3-in-1 oil for Spyker after each cleaning, as this is what is recommended by the manufacturer. Lesco requires greasing points periodically. Verdict: SpykerFinal Spreader Verdict: SpykerIt was a fun comparison. I would do this a second time with a larger, more inconsistent size of prill fertilizer. Both of these two fertilizer distributors have
a large bunker capacity and will certainly make your lawn care tasks much more enjoyable - whether you have a small lawn or a large lawn. So, Spyker or Lesko distributor? After all, I like the Spyker P20-5010 Spreader. I love the look and design of the distributor. I think Spyker put a better NIOCri into its product than Lesko for sure. Spyker comes with a cover where Lesko is not. A neat addition. I used it
during my review and intentionally entered my sprinklers just to check it out (for fun, and cool down). Spyker has a grille that sits on top of the bunker and can be pulled in or at any Lesco is secured in a bunker with 4 small screws. A few turns of the phillips-head and the connectors loosen enough to remove. But this is it. just an extra step. The screws can get the cake with fertilizer if not cleaned enough.
And putting the grille back in place requires cleaning. Any fertilizer wedged between them will just take longer to put back in place. Spyker has top-notch customer service, too. They are easily accessible through social media - and are very active and responsive through social media, too. I communicated with them on Instagram almost instantly. Overall I'd give the Spyker P20-5010 Spreader 4 out of 5
stars. It is a must-have for any lawn care enthusiast to add to your arsenal of lawn products. It's a smooth ride, light but heavy broadcaster. You can find the Spyker P20-5010 Spreader on Amazon, as well as the official spyker website and other independent retailers. I wouldn't hesitate to buy a Lesco 50 pound broadcast distributor as a second choice runner-up though. This is also a good heavy fertilizer
spread. The Lesco 50 pound broadcast distributor is also available on Amazon as well as your local SiteOne location. Photo gallery Video in action action
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